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In this study, QuickBird imagery from Digital Globe [7] was employed to display an
empirical dataset of explanatory seasonal real-time bidirectional time series ecological
sampled georeferenced endemic transmission oriented field and remote specified data
feature attributes associated to multiple georeferenced aquatic larval aquatic habitats
of An. arabiensis. The research was conducted in a riceland agro-village complex in the

Mwea Rice Scheme, Kenya. The malarial vectorial system in Africa is complex,
comprising typically of Anopheles gambiae, An. arabiensis, and An. funestus as the

primary vectors and a number of complementally vectors including An. pharoensis, An.
coustani and An. rivuro. An. arabiensis is considered a species of dry, savannah

environments and sparse woodland yet it is known to occur in deforested areas (e.g.,
irrigated rice fields), but only where there is a history of recent land disturbance or
clearance [10]. Table 3 shows the integration from Hyperspectral images and LiDAR

topographic data for classification using Random Forests (RF) classifier. The RF
classifier provides the highest classification accuracies for tea farm and forest when
Hyperspectral and LiDAR features are merged together. It also provides the highest
accuracies for forest, grass, and tea farm. On the contrary, the RF classifier provides

the lowest classification accuracies for areca farm when Hyperspectral and LiDAR
features are merged together. However, it provides the lowest classification accuracies
for forest, tea farm, and areca farm when only LiDAR data were used. In conclusion, the

high accuracies of RF classification are mainly contributed by using Hyperspectral
images and LiDAR data together.Integration of full-waveform LiDAR and hyperspectral
data to enhance tea and areca classificationAll authors Hone-Jay Chu, Chi-Kuei Wang,
Shish-Jeng Kong & Kuei-Chia Chen Published online:29 April 2016Table 3. Comparison

between accuracies from Random Forests (RF) based on Hyperspectral and LiDAR data
versus Hyperspectral and LiDAR data from Random Forests (RF), support vector

machine classifiers (SVM), and neural network classifiers (NNC). For each comparison,
accuracies are based on the average of all habitats types. The top six environments are

indicated in bold.
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The new C-Series comes with
three new options: a GPS,
Bluetooth or cellular radio
modem, and an optional

integrated SD memory card. A
built-in camera is included and

can be used to capture
infrared imagery with high
spatial resolution, using the

second generation ENVI
GEOGRAPHY tool. Optional

cameras include an integrated
camera with flash capabilities,

a Fisheye camera, or an
optional camera that is fixed

angle with an optional camera-
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mount can be included to
acquire fixed-angle images. In
addition to the built-in NIVIDIA-
GEODATA XE (GEODATA), the
new C-Series is supported by

the ECE-201 and ECI-201
series of products. The new C-

Series product line is the
optimal platform for many

surveyor and image acquisition
requirements, including

detailed acquisition of 250 to
785 meters (820 to 2,710 feet)

per second; the C-Series is
ideal for low-profile surveys

such as pipelines, aqueducts,
utility poles, roadways,
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bridges, conduits, culverts, and
drainage structures. Both
types of global positioning

system (GPS) and cellular radio
modem models are available.
The cellular radio modem is
compatible with GSM, GPRS
and Bluetooth models [6].

Exelis wide-area illumination
lidar (WILD) includes a
planetary laser, which

continuously emits a narrow
(28 m) swath of light that is
digitized and recorded by a
flight control computer. The

point cloud data is transmitted
to a compatible satellite-based
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ground station and relayed
back to the aircraft. The
system collects both full-

waveform and pulse-
modulated signals. The

constellation is controlled by
satellite link to the Globalstar
ground station, which has the

ability to simultaneously
communicate with the aircraft
using both HF and AS-400 time

division duplex (TDD). The
Globalstar system provides
data to the aircraft during

flight using satellite
communication, while the
Globalstar ground station
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actively communicates data to
a user-specified office or

secure ground station. Ground-
to-air communication is
available when the WILD

system is integrated into the
airplane. 5ec8ef588b
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